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Abstract 
 

This paper tackles the need for information sharing between retailer and supplier in the fast moving 

consumer goods industry. Satisfying the end customer demand strains both the supplier and the 

retailer’s supply chain. Uncertainty and randomness of orders at every level requires every player to 

forecast future demand. Inaccuracy of these forecasts increases costs in the supply chain, when 

every player tries to minimize its own costs independently. In order to decrease overall cost, 

collaboration is required. Collaboration can only be achieved through an exchange of information 

between the considered players. This investigation focuses on how to use information sharing to 

increase forecast accuracy at the supplier. Using end customer demand allows the supplier to use 

new indicators to measure its performance; up to taking control of its brand inventory at the 

retailer’s. The goal is to decrease overall costs by decreasing the demand amplification effect and 

increasing service levels along the supply chain. 
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I. Introduction 
This chapter provides a general approach to the context of information sharing in the supply chain for 

a fast moving consumer good company toward optimization and specifies the specific setting of the 

study. 

First we locate the market and echelons of the considered supply chain. Then we mention the problem 

area and its limitation 

1.1 Problem Area 

a) FMCG & Cosmetics  

Fast Moving Consumer Goods are a category of widely available products with short shelf-life. They 

are essential or non-essential and frequently purchased. FMCG are used up or replaced within a 

short period of time, relatively to their perishable date or marketing purposes. Typical products 

range from food and nutrition goods as well as hygiene and cleaning items up to makeup and 

perfumes or even cellphones. The corresponding supply chains are often globalized and present 

industry specific challenges to ensure customer satisfaction.  

Major players of this industry include P&G and Unilever which focus on very broad portfolio of 

products in different categories (food to detergent). Other company like Walkers tends to specialize 

in one type of product area, for example snack food.  

L’Oréal is the major player in the Cosmetics FMCG market. New products are constantly introduced 

to the worldwide retailing market and permanently updated to keep their leading edge on the 

market. An efficient and reactive supply chain is key to the distribution of their products. 

b) Supply Chain 

In this context of fast moving products, either through novelty or consumption, the supply chain 

faces industry specific challenges that put it under strains. Helo points out that “the key issue in fast 

moving consumer goods is to maintain the level of logistics that satisfies the requirements of order-

fulfilment process, both time and cost aspects concurrently.” (Helo, 2010) 

In order to ensure on-shelf availability and in the meantime, to avoid over-production and 

overstocking, forecasting customer demand accurately is crucial; as pointed out by R.Mann & 

Adebanjo (2000). In the context of multi-echelons the downstream player is the customer of its 

upstream partner. As studied in II.3 and IV the bullwhip effect is responsible for demand 

amplification along the upstream supply chain. Demand variability often doubles between two 

players according to Towill & McCullen (1999). Without any visibility between the players, this low-

predictable effect hinders forecast accuracy and results in an increase of overall supply-chain costs; if 

not in a decrease of service level to the end customer in the worst case scenarios. 

Therefore, supply-chain collaboration emerges as one of the pillar to avoid discrepancies and ensure 

proper supply to the FMCG markets as promoted by DISNEY, et al. (2005). Any type of collaboration 

relies on the need to share some information as put forth by Chen (2003). Supporting this need are 

anecdotal examples like P&G success in implementing full collaboration solution with Walmart in the 

1980’s in northern America. Through Vendor Managed Inventory - where the supplier controls the 

inventory of the retailers with total information access cf II. And V. - they are said to have decreased 

inventories by 70% and raised the service level from 96% to 99% according to Thonemann (2002).  
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We focus here on the difficulties of forecasting retailer demand. If Information sharing is prone to 

improving forecast accuracy and decreasing costs, the following questions arise:  

- What kind of information is needed?  

- How is this information to be handled ?  

 

1.2 Background and location 
 

a) L’Oréal  

 

L’Oréal is the world largest Cosmetics and Beauty 

Company, with products from hair color to 

dermatological care. L’Oréal is a French company with 

its headquarters in Clichy sur seine near Paris. It was strong of 77,500 employees at the end 2013 and 

a turnover of 23 billion euros, from which 21 billion come from its own cosmetics brands (excluding 

subsidiaries like The Body Shop and other dermatology brands). 

L’Oréal Cosmetics is split in 4 divisons that are responsible for the below share of sales ( 

 

 

 

b) CPD 

The Consumer Product Division is directed toward the mass market and belongs to the FMCG 

markets. It focuses on supplying makeup goods (like mascaras and nail polish) as well as Shampoo 

and Coloration products to the different retailing markets. The reader may already be familiar with 

the list of brands, summed up in Table 1. 

Figure 1 L’Oréal divisions / L’Oréal Annual 
Report 2013 
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Table 1 L'Oréal CPD Branch and Brands 

Makeup 
- Mascaras 
- Face 
- Nailcare 
- Lipstick 

 

L’Oréal Paris 
Maybelline New York 

Essie 

 

 

 

Hygiene  
- Haircare 
- Styling 
- Coloration 
- Cleansing 
- Skincare 
- Suncare 

L’Oréal Paris 
Garnier 

 

 

 

 

c) CPD Sweden. 

Given its size and implantations, there is also a strong geographical division in L’Oreal. Sweden is part 

of the layer L’Oréal Nordics with contains Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland. 

Operations are centralized in Denmark for Denmark Norway and Sweden.  

This paper focuses on the part of the supply chain between L’Oréal Sverige AB Consumer Product 

Division and the Swedish retailing market as located in Figure 2. Typical markets are the Swedish 

supermarkets (ICA, Coop…), and other more specific department stores (Kicks, Åhlens…) even 

Fashion retailers (H&M, Lindex…) 

 

Figure 2 Project Location  
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1.3 Purpose 
 

The purpose of the conducted studies at L’Oréal was 4-fold:  

First, identify the specificity of the L’Oréal FMCG cosmetics market demand planning, 

Second, assess current information availability and forecasting process 

The goal was to identify possible use of information sharing and or identify future specific need of 

information. 

Finally, suggest new frameworks and possible new interaction with the customers. 

 

1.4 Limitations 
 

We consider here only a 2 echelon supply chain between a supplier with a warehouse and different 

retailers which also have a warehouse - point of sales (POS) configuration. 

The point of view taken in this paper is the one of a central demand planner located in the supplier 

company. He receives orders from the different retailers and fulfills them with on-hand stock. He has 

to order the replenishment of the supplier’s warehouse by forecasting demand respectively 3month 

ahead and 1month ahead. No flexibility or improvement of this upstream process (production and 

shipment) is considered. Only the forecasting and deliveries processes as shown on Figure 2 are 

studied.  

Under non-disclosure agreement, no data blind were imposed. The only data limitation was from the 

supplier’s own available information and the information that the retailers were currently willing to 

provide. 

We highlight here the fact that we had a broad approach toward every client. However the 

conducted investigations in part IV rely on information that was available only from two retailers. 

Given the range of L’Oréal portfolio, we also focused part of the study on specific SKUs (stock 

keeping units, ie single products) and categories of product. The implemented specific processes 

were done to be extrapolated to the whole categories and brands though.  
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II. Theoretical Framework 
This chapter provides theoretical background to the investigation and analysis conducted in this 

paper. Concepts and phenomenon are identified and explained. 

Given the actual size of the markets and portfolios in a globalized industry, the supply of FMCG 

involves different players from different organizations. Each player has his local objectives and the 

way it interacts with the other supply chain players can be the reason of overall losses. We describe 

here the major cause of loss called the bullwhip effect and present the way collaboration between 

the players can be orchestrated to try to maximize overall profits. 

1. Bullwhip effect 
 

In his Industrial Dynamics, Forrester, (1961) first highlighted this phenomenon of Ordering 

amplification or “demand amplification” when going up the supply chain as a result of non-zero lead 

times and demand signal processing.  

This usually translates in higher demand variability all along the upper supply chain. That is to say 

that if orders vary between +/- 50units at the point of sale, it may result in order variation of +/- 

400units at the manufacturer. The phenomenon is easily shown in the Beer Distribution Game 

developed by the MIT Sloan School of Management in the 1960’s and still in pedagogical use at KTH. 

For example as studied by Towill & McCullen (1999) it is shown in Figure 3 for the classic retailing 

industry. Roughly, variability of the demand “doubles” every echelon.  

 

Figure 3 Bullwhip Effect in Retailing Industry (taken from Towill and McCullen 1999) 
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Lee, et al. (1997) mentioned four possible causes for the bullwhip effect: 

 The Forrester effect, or lead-times and demand signal processing, 

 The Burbidge effect, or order batching, 

 The Houlihan effect, or rationing and gaming, 

 The Promotion effect, or price fluctuations. 

Those names are linked to researchers in the field and were actually given afterwards by Disney & 

Towill (2003). We can summarize both papers’ explanations as follow: 

1.1 Forrester effect 

The forester effect is due to the lead time and demand signal processing. The assumed goal is to 

fulfill the total consumer demand as fast as possible. That is to say that the current inventories and 

future forecast uncertainty will influence the ordering level at the manufacturer. The main factor are 

the need to have safety stocks.   

In practice, that means that to ensure the supply of n units of a product that has a certain sell out 

and a lead-time of L unit of time, the retailer need to place orders for the n units that are going to be 

sold plus the n’ units that may be sold during the lead time to delivery (safety stock) 

1.2 Burbidge effect 

This effect is due to the economy of scale that can be done by adjusting batch sizes. They often result 

from the Economic Order Quantity calculations. For economy of scale usually - induced by 

transportation and set-up cost for example - a downstream player is often led to order a different 

quantity to the next upstream player, that the one he receives from its downstream customer. 

In practice that would mean that the retailer will not order the demanded quantity n of product but 

first the closest quantity Q which is equal to n modulo the batch size imposed by the supplier, and 

then might increase Q to Q+ which would minimize the transportation costs for instance (full truck-

load, full pallets etc…) 

1.3 Houlihan effect  

This effect is a direct consequence from a human behavior following a shortage that led to unmet 

demand. The loss induced influence the affected supply chain player in placing “bigger” order than its 

real need so has to be able to fulfill its own future orders.  

Typically in practice, if an order of n units by the retailer is unmet the first time, it is not surprising to 

see the next order being inflated by a factor of 1,5 or 2 to ensure supply, as a psychological reflex. 

1.4 Promotional effect  

A promotion, especially on price, is generating bullwhip effect by inducing usually an increase of 

stock to fulfill the supposed increased demand. Indeed a price decrease usually induces increase of 

sale volumes, which is often the seller goal.  

Also, the promotional success can lead to shortage of this increased sales volume in case of too low 

forecast, which will trigger an even bigger Houlihan effect. 
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On top of this the human behavior usually induces over-ordering of a discounted product by the 

retailer - if capacity is available - so as to benefit from a cheaper inventory later on when price are 

back to standard. 

 

Obviously all those causes are not independent and their product result in usual high bullwhip effect 

in the FMCG industry and especially for the cosmetics and here for L’Oréal, as we will discuss in part 

IV.  

 

2. Collaboration and Information sharing  
 

There has been an intensive study of information sharing benefits towards collaboration and supply 

chain improvements. Overall, information sharing reduces inventories along the supply chain, would 

it be only through ordering synchronization. On a higher collaborative level, sharing the end-user 

demand along the supply chain reduces the bullwhip effect and overall costs. 

 

Yu, et al (2001) advocate in favor of bullwhip effect reduction by information sharing. Decentralized 

operations seemed to have emerged as an effective way to manage large organization. However this 

decentralization strategy increases uncertainty as more players are required to take “blind” decisions 

if they do not “see” the other player environment. If every player tries to minimize its own cost, it 

does not lead to overall optimization as discussed in part II.1. For instance if one echelon wants to 

decrease its inventories, the pressure from keeping the same service level is usually transferred to an 

upstream inventory, with addition of uncertainty volumes (more safety stock because more 

variability) according to the bullwhip effect 

Visibility is required to be able to reach overall improvement. Collaboration and partnership between 

the players becomes crucial. Terwiesch, et al. (2005) mention the gain from Collaborative Planning 

Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR): “the GlobalNetXchange a consortium consisting of more than 

30 trade partners including Sears, Kroger, Unilever, Procter & Gamble, and Kimberly Clark, have 

reported a 5%-20% reduction in inventory costs and an increase in off-the-shelf availability of 2%-

12%” 

“ A supply chain partnership is a relationship formed between two independent members in supply 

channels through increased levels of information sharing to achieve specific objectives and benefits 

in terms of reductions in total costs and inventories” Yu, et al.(2001) 
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Information sharing and partnership can be divided in the 3 levels below:  

 

Figure 4 level of information sharing (from Yu et. al 2001) 

 

- Level 1: No information sharing or “decentralized control”. Retailer and supplier handle their 

stock and their forecast independently.  

- Level 2 : Demand information sharing : or “coordinated control”. The retailer transmits the 

end-customer demand information to the supplier. The supplier controls its stock using 

bother ordering and end-demand information. 

- Level 3 : Complete information sharing or “centralized control”. The supplier has access to 

end-customer demand and retailer stock levels. The strategy of vendor managed inventory 

can be adopted: with full access to the retailer system, the supplier is in charge of keeping 

the inventory level at the retailer so as to fulfill end-user demand. He then manage his own 

inventory. 

 

 

2.1 Demand information 

 

Recently, Cui, et al. (2013) empirically studied the inclusion of downstream data to forecast orders 

from a well-established fast moving consumer good company. They empirically showed than the 

mean squared forecast error could be decreased from 7,1% to 81,1%; when an improvement of 10 to 

30% was already considered very relevant by the business. 

 

First, Bourland, et al. (1996) demonstrates that exploiting realized demand information leads to 

reducing inventories at the supplier and increase the service level for the retailer as well as the fill 

rate. The setting used is between the supplier warehouse with no replenishment lead-time and a 
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retailer. Delivery lead-time for the retailer is non-null. The customer transmits realized demand at 

the end of each day. The supplier places its order after an offset amount of time.  

Doing so reduces demand uncertainty over the cycle as the supplier can see the realization of 

demand. They showed that the fill-rate at the retailer increased with exchange of timely information 

under demand variability increase, as well as offset increase; without increasing the retailer or 

supplier safety stock.  

The more information the supplier can use the more impact has the exchange of information, as it 

dampens demand uncertainty. Inventory wise, at a high service level (capacity to fulfill the orders) 

Bourland, et al. (1996) show that transmitting demand information every day can decrease the 

required stock at the supplier by 62% ! 

 

Viswanathan, et al. (2007) studies the value of the information exchange in a multi-tier supply chain. 

Without information sharing each echelon has only access to the actual demand of its downstream 

customer (echelon). Each echelon develops its own forecast based on this information. In case of 

information sharing each echelon has access to the end customer demand and planned order 

schedule of the downstream echelon. Integrating the material resource planning (ordering schedule) 

resulted in lowest average inventory level. The use of end-user demand history to forecast and plan 

inventories at all echelons resulted in the lowest total cost for the whole supply chain. 

 

2.2 Other type of information : 

 

Most of the papers rely on sharing demand information from the retailers and/or the Point of sales 

end user demand.  

Above is only mentioned end-customer demand information. The conducted study (cf part III.2) faces 

other type of demand information: 

- Classic demand: this type of demand is placed directly by the Point of Sales to the supplier 

using different form of information exchange (phone, emails…). 

 

- Retailers demand: this is the one directly available at the supplier. It is an aggregation of the 

retailer’s various POS demand. It transits through a warehouse and usually comes through 

EDI or email or phone call. It is usually considered when effectively invoiced.  

 

- Sales forces / Promotional demand: for some of the retailers, demand will be expressed 

through an agent of the supplier (sale force). Like a vendor directly at the shop that will get a 

form of good-faith agreement about the coming quantity to be ordered. 

 

- Stock information: in the context of information sharing, if ordering decisions are to be taken 

or analyzed, stock level at the retailers are required information for the supplier.  
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- Replenishment policies : along with the stock level, the supplier could benefit from sharing 

the replenishment policies. Minimum days on hand level, safety stock level and reorder point 

are necessary input for the supplier if he is to understand the orders placed by the supplier. 

 

2.3 Advance demand information 

 

Aviv (2001) studies the interaction between a single retailer and supplier for a single product under 

normal stochastic demand (randomly varies around a fixed mean) to assess the performance 

improvement. The interest is focused on inventory’s level in relation to forecast. He studies two 

forms of collaboration:  

- Local collaboration: meaning that the 2 players share their forecast (advance ordering 

information). 

- Collaborative forecast : when they make a common forecast plan 

He demonstrates that demand-related information should be shared as soon as possible to take 

advantage of it. Local collaboration improves the overall supply chain costs when local forecast 

accuracy improves. Collaborative forecasts leadsto improvement when there is a high diversity of 

forecast. 

Logically, if both players have a good forecasting accuracy, sharing the forecast will help them to 

reduce the bullwhip effect coming from the non-visibility. On the other hand, deciding to plan 

together will improve the overall forecast accuracy if both can have additional input: for instance if 

the retailer has more insight on his clientele and if the supplier has more input about seasonality or 

promotion sensitivity for instance. 

However Terwiesch, et al. (2005) point out problem in sharing forecasts: forecasts are uncertain 

information and contains a lot of volatility. Since they are updated in time, taking immediate action 

on forecast information is likely to generate adjustments. The question of when can the forecast be 

considered reliable at the supplier is open. Forecasts are intentions that cannot be verified nor 

enforced.  

Given the Houlihan effect (see part II.1) the retailer might be inclined to inflate his forecasts to 

ensure that his lower actual demand will be fully fulfilled. Being aware of that phenomenon the 

supplier might itself deflate the retailer’s forecast too. This is linked to the prisoner dilemma: both 

supplier and buyer can share trustful information and reach maximum gain, or if one decides to not 

act collaboratively, the overall benefit is decreased. 

Cachon and Lariviere (2001) suggest that different forms of contract are required to render forecast 

sharing useful. Otherwise, the non-commitment to the forecast by the buyer (which is sharing its 

forecast with its supplier) influences him in inflating this forecast to ensure his own supply.  

Thonemann (2002) studies a special form of advance demand information sharing about order 

intention, in a zero lead-time environment. Nonetheless he demonstrates that there is cost 

improvement in sharing information as much as there is low certainty of order and high information 

quality. 
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Finally, the quality of information is also an absolute requirement for possible improvement. From 

the supply chain management point of view, not being able to rely on the shared information would 

lead to cancelation of the partnership under a short period of time. 

 

2.4 VMI 

 

To bypass the information sharing problem, the level 3 partnership described in Figure 4 suggest that 

the supplier should take care of the retailer inventories for his product as suggested by Towill & 

Disney (2003). Rather than placing orders, the retailer transmits inventory information and point of 

sales data to the supplier which fill the inventory to an agreed position. 

Towill & Disney (2003) use a control theory approach to show that VMI decrease the bullwhip effect 

in the supply chain by up to 50%  

The impact on the bullwhip is summarized below :  

Table 2 The impact of VMI on the bullwhip effect in supply chains from Towill & Disney, 2003 

Source of the 
bullwhip effect 

Traditional supply chain VMI supply chain 

Price variations 
(promotion effect) 

Requires 50 per cent increase 
in capacity to provide desired 
customer service levels 

Step responses show that VMI 
produces approximately 50 per 
cent less overshoot when 
responding to step inputs 

Rationing and 
gaming (Houlihan 

effect) 

Can make a significant 
contribution to bullwhip in a 
traditional supply chain 

Completely avoided by VMI 
supply chains because of the 
change in the nature of the 
relationships in the supply 
chain 

Demand signal 
processing 

(Forrester effect) 

The Forrester effect can be 
reduced in a traditional supply 
chain but it comes at the cost 
of twice as much system 
inventory holding 

In a well-designed system it is 
easy to reduce bullwhip 
substantially to about the level 
of a single echelon supply chain 

Order batching 
(Burbidge effect) 

Can make a significant 
contribution to bullwhip in a 
traditional supply chain. 
However, it can be avoided if 
deliveries occur every time 
period and variable batch sizes 
are used 

Completely avoided by VMI 
supply chains due to the 
structure of the information 
flows 

 

A casy study of a small company by Borad & Bansod (2009) with “vendor managed forecasting” 

proved efficient the management of the inventories by the supplier instead of the retailer that was 

not able to forecast its demand properly. The use of the supplier vision of its market can also be 

valuable for the retailer as the common goal is the increase of fast moving consumer good turnover.  
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VMI is a bilateral interaction between both parties. It requires strong negotiations to reach a level of 

trust necessary to the implementation of the process. Examples will be discussed in V.   

 

2.5 Limitations  

 

The above mentioned literature is subject to some restriction.  

First aspect that is mentioned is the randomness of errors. Usually is assumed stochastic demands. 

However the marketing strategies of L’Oréal influence the demand in a non-stochastic way. 

Promotions are meant to influence the demand. Special types of promotion are even done cross 

category and would link the essential-buy to a non-essential buy (linking for instance shampoo and 

styling products). The promotion of a newly launched product is also meant to create a need. The 

independence of events in customer demand is therefore questionable but does not affect the study 

negatively, but increases the level of complexity and demand correlation.  

Second limitation is Theft and Shrinkage. This is a huge problem in the fast moving consumer goods 

markets, especially in cosmetics.  According to the Centre for Retail Research (UK) cosmetics are the 

number 2 stolen goods in retailing. Personal field inquiries conducted with L’Oréal Sverige AB Sales 

Force have shown that theft was a big concern for the point of sales that could lose almost 1 week of 

product in one robbery, in spite of the tentative of protection. Strategies like surveillance, electronic-

tagging of the products or even placing them out of reach, were implemented under high cost simply 

because theft was getting too important.  

The concern for the study is that theft and shrinkage happen after the retailer system has accounted 

the received goods. The phenomenon will generate high peaks of demand in case of physical 

inventory. Indeed theft and shrinkage are not accounted in the sellout; therefore the stock seen by 

the system is actually lower than expected. The physical inventory will highlight this difference and 

correct the stock level by placing a compensating order. However physical inventories are not 

conducted that often, which eventually means that the effect is not generating some demand noise 

on the regular orders but has the time to increment and generate bigger peaks after the inventory 

has been carried out. 

 

3. Supply Chain Management 
 

Stadtler (2000) defines Supply Chain Management as “the task of integrating organizational units 

along a supply chain and coordination materials, information and financial fows in order to fulfill 

(ultimate) customer demands with the aim of improving competitiveness of a supply chain as a 

whole” 

To that matter supply-chain management is an entity responsible for organizing the considered 

supply-chain and leading the necessary changes toward improvement.  
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Anecdotal successes mentioned above of information sharing implementation often rely on an 

impulse from one of the player (usually the supplier) to promote information sharing, first to improve 

his own costs but as mentioned in the literature, looking for an overall efficiency (between the 

supplier and the retailer) can benefit more the different players.  

Therefore it is not surprising that information sharing synergies may have to be led by one of the 

market leader, as he would be the most inclined to allocate time and resources to the project. Indeed 

empirical evidences from loss of turnover, generated by backorders would justify the need for any 

increase in forecast accuracy.  

 

4. Forecasting 
 

Lee, et al. (1997) when studying the bullwhip effect mention that in practice are mostly used simple 

models like moving averages, exponential smoothing and linear regression. Those methods have 

difficulty in modeling complex demand patterns that are current in the FMCG supply-chain. However 

the (J.T. Mentzer and K.B. Kahn, 1995) reported that they were the most commonly used and 

appreciated. 

Simch-Levi, et al.(2000) studied the impact of exponential smoothing on the bullwhip. They showed 

that the need for the retailers to estimate parameters in a fixed order-up-to replenishment policy 

generated bullwhip.  

Below is an introduction to simple forecasting concepts and technique that are tried in part IV  

 

4.1 Qualitative / Quantitative 

 

Forecasting can be done in a quantitative way and a qualitative way. Both methods do not have to be 

exclusive, on the contrary. 

Qualitative Forecasting is mainly relying on a judgment, from a person or a group of person taking 

informed or random decisions, given some parameters (experience …) 

Quantitative forecasts rely on Time Serie Analysis  or Some Associative Model. 

The Time serie Analysis will rely on mathematical concept such as trend, seasonality and try to use 

them to predict data through computation. The associative models rely on the correlation of the 

forecasted value with another value variation. Knowing how one varies would provide the variation 

of the other. Can be mentioned for example the temperature in front of Ice Cream and beer 

consumption for instance, or hours of sun and sun cream demand. 

Forecasting ideally rely on a combination of those two methods. The goal is to use a factual and 

mathematical estimation, that is of course full of uncertainty, and reduce these errors due to 

randomness using the quality of a humane input. 
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Following is a brief description of usual Time Series Analysis that focus on predicting the future 

demand of a product.  

4.2 Classical time serie analysis. 

 

Pr. Rob Hyndman (2008) in his Forecasting with exponential smoothing provide an extensive horizon 

for forecasting time series, using simple to more complex form of forecasts. Some of them are 

summarized below. 

a) Naïve, average and moving average forecasts, 

 

The simplest forecasting technique is to use the previous value of the demand as a forecast. It 

can be last month, last week or last year’s value. This is usually called historical forecasting. 

Easily added on top of that is the average of a series of time value. So the forecast can be simply 

the average of the last values of the considered time series. 

The concept of trend is quite easy to apprehend and is usually explicated through a linear 

regression between the values. A linear regression is a line that minimize the squared error (the 

distance between the value and the estimation) 

 

Moving averages are simply considering a rolling average of a value on a fixed horizon, for 

example 3 month. Moving averages can then present a trend that can be analyzed. For instance a 

12-month moving average can show the trend per year, or 3-month by quarter etc..  The longer 

is the horizon the smoother is the trend. The trend can be used to predict an overall behavior for 

instance. 

Table 3 Simple forecast 

 

 
Linear regression 6period - Moving average 

 

The moving average can be weighted. This means that we might put more weight on a specific 

period of average (holidays, special sales periods…) to increase the accuracy of the trend. It 

allows to get rid of seasonality, when a series repeats a pattern during specific periods. 
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b) Expontential smoothing 

 

Exponential smoothing is a very familiar concept of forecasting since it consists in tracking the 

forecast value by subtracting to it the error from the previous forecast, as described by Pr Rob 

Hyndman (2008).  

Let’s call   the time serie we are looking at and   the forecast at the period  .  

Then exponentialy smoothing consist in saying :          (     ) where   is the 

smoothing factor 

This is usually expressed more easily as          (   )    hence the term exponential 

smoothing, if we propagate this in the previous time (t-1; t-2….)  

     [   (   )     (   )
       ]   (   )

    

 

This would give the following graph for a random curve. We can see that the forecast (red) tracks 

the real demand with a dampening factor   (here = 0.3), meaning that every error from the 

previous forecast, actual demand difference is substracted to the next value by the factor   

 

c) Winter Holts exponential smoothing 

 

The simple exponential smoothing only take the error with the previous value to correct the 

forecast . Peter Winter decided to add a correction of the trend and seasonality  over the fixed 

period L  as shown by P. Winter (1960) and Hyndman (2008) 

Meaning that the technique will have 3 factors of damping the forecast: the smoothing factor   

mentioned above,  the trend smoothing factor (so that the forecast follow the same trend, 

usually called double exponential smoothing), and  the seasonal change smoothing factor. 
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Then       

   
   
    

 (   )(         ) 

    (       )  (   )     

   
   
  
 (   )     

 Then the forecasted value of    at time t+m  is  

     (      )     (       ) 

 

   is initialized by taking the average of the increased value    
 

 

 (       )

 
 for i(1..L)  

and    are calculated as the average weight of the value over the average of the nth period 

considered. This is a general formulation. Refer to Winter (1960) for more detailed explanations of 

the coefficient calculation. For the purpose of the paper, this is just one of the available 

computerized solutions of forecasting that is implemented in part IV.  

d) ARMA -ARIMA 

 

Forecasting models are numerous. The more general is the Auto Regressive integrated moving 

averages. A general mathematical expression is ::  and (Pr Rob 

Hyndman, 2008) 

     
 ( )

 ( )
   

Where   is the mean term of the observed serie;   is the random error; B is the Backshift operator  

         

And  ( ) is the autoregressive operator, expressed as a polynomial of B  

  ( )             
  

  ( )              
   is the moving average operator. 

For example arima(1,0,1) is a random walk model where            where    is a random error  

ARIMA (0,2,1) is getting back to a simple exponential smoothing :  

Those are also more generalized and complex models that are mentioned here in a context of 

computerized possibility. Indeed they require more analysis on the initial time serie but are able to 

take into account more parameters. 
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4.3 Errors and forecast accuracy 

 

What matters the most in using a forecast is its ability to be “close” to the time serie that it 

compared to. 

To that matter MSE : the mean square error is defined by 

   (  )  
 

 
∑(     )

 

 

 

 

To be considered is also the absolute error            and its relative form     
       

  
  which 

is also called the GAP RATE 

We define the forecast accuracy as          

A high forecast accuracy means that the estimated value was really close the real value. 
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III. Research 
This chapter highlights the conducted investigations and problem encountered in the research of 

demand information sharing between L’Oréal and its consumers.  

1. Methodology 
 

The study presented in this paper has been conducted as a case study in L’Oréal in its “biggest” 

division: CPD, the customer product division which includes all the corporation’s brands and products 

directed to the mass market. Providing fast moving cosmetic goods to the retailing sector presents 

constraints and challenges that are specific to this industry.  

For that reason, the first required part of this investigation was to get immersed in the company 

supply processes by getting to know the downstream process. The goal was to understand the way 

goods were provided to the end customers through the retailers.  

On the other side there was the need to understand the upstream information flow; to locate and 

identify the different types of demand along the supply chain. Indeed demand arise at the Point of 

Sale then is often aggregated with the retailers other POS and transmitted through various strategy 

and form to L’Oréal (see part III.2). The goal was then to assess the current situation of the demand 

information feedback from L’Oréal customers: who was providing what, when and how. Then with 

the available raw material tools were constructed to visualize this specific demand information. (see 

III.3) 

The second part of the study was to get involved in the forecasting process at L’Oréal. First with 

interview with the Key Account Managers to see how were handled the volume of products for each 

retailer/customer. Secondly by being a secondary actor in the general forecast of lower variability 

brands. This was done in order to establish clearly the whole forecasting process (see part III.4). 

 

Eventually we conducted an analysis to evaluate the possible benefits of information sharing for 

L’Oréal so as to suggest framework of use and further possible investigation 
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2. Mapping of the demand  
 

2.1 Demand scenario 

A very broad portfolio enables L’Oréal to reach all kind of mass retailers. This diversity is obviously 

translated in a great variety of ordering patterns and strategies which each correspond to a specific 

demand scenario. Since the demand information is at the center of this study we can start by 

mapping the current flow of demand through the flow of orders between the end-customers and 

L’Oréal.  

As mentioned in the introduction L’Oréal has different channels of products divided between the 

MASS and MAKEUP categories. From a retailing point of view the common order scenario is shown 

on Figure 5 These orders start in the retailer’s shops and are transmitted along the upstream supply 

chain.  

However, the “classic” scenario can be complicated with the different category type of orders 

(automated or not) and the additional promotion layer of order that is mainly driven by L’Oréal sales 

force that are in direct contact with the Point of Sales as shown in Figure 6. 

Each mechanism is briefly described below and the possibilities of order patterns are summarized in 

Table 4 

 
Figure 5 Demand Scenario 1 

 
Figure 6 Demand scenario 2 
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2.2 Customer Service 

The traditional ordering process goes through direct order from a client to L’Oréal customer service. 

This is done by phone or email and the order is then put manually in the L’Oréal IT system and 

invoiced accordingly.  

2.3 EDI: 

L’Oréal uses EDI: electronic data interchange directly with some customer. It allows them to have 

order directly passed to the L’Oréal internal enterprise resource planning software (ERP) directly. 

Most of the EDI orders are coupled with reorder point quantities for instance. That is to say that 

when the system “manually” count the received quantity minus the cashier sell-out and reach a point 

r it will reorder automatically the needed quantity Q.  

 

The EDI quantities may also be the result of a higher level computation from a retailer warehouse. It 

can be the aggregation of the week orders and the forecast of the coming weeks linked to L’Oréal  

 

2.4 Sales Force. 

L’Oréal also relies on an extensive team of sellers that sell door-to-door to the Point of Sales of the 

multiple retailers. Indeed the sales force play a very important role in introducing the new products 

and the promotional supports – called “displays” - to each and every point of sale on the Swedish 

market. They inform the local buyers of the upcoming promotion and launches. They then agree on 

the sale of promotional “displays” and the quantity of product that goes with it, as well as the 

quantity of new products they decide to buy. They are a force of suggestion and often lead the POS 

ordering decision.  

 

For some retailers, makeup is also bought by the Point of Sale directly. These quantities are bought 

and decided by the makeup section manager.  

 

Sales representatives often place the order “themselves” once it has been agreed with the manager 

at the Point of Sale. That can be done directly on the customer IT system for instance during the 

physical visit. It can also transit through L’Oreal Sale Force organization software and be sent back 

through EDI in the retailer’s IT system, which will then go back to L’Oréal IT system through EDI also.  

Table 4 order patterns 

 Retailer possible order pattern 

Products Mass Makeup 

Regular Order EDI, Customer Service EDI, Customer Service 

Promotional Order EDI, Customer Service, 
Sales Force 

Sales Force 
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3. Demand information availability 
 

Given the map of the demand above, it is possible to track information by different means. 

3.1 Historical data  

Every order transmitted to the system and invoiced is stored into L’Oréal internal ERP which handles 

orders, stocks and deliveries. This provides an infinite horizon time series for every SKU that transited 

through the supply chain, in volume and in value, down to daily quantities. However information 

about the type of order (promotional or not) is not visible.  

This information is currently almost exclusively used by L’Oréal to establish its future forecast. 

Below are source of external data that raises the question of reliability of information that will be 

discussed in part IV.1 

3.2 Market data: Nielsen Databases 

Marketing is one of the key areas of expertise of L’Oréal. To measure its performance on the 

different markets the need for sales data is crucial. To that purpose L’Oréal invests a lot in demand 

and market analysis; especially in the use of tools like Nielsen 

Databases.  

Nielsen gathers data from the retailer on a weekly basis but distribute the information per period. A 

year contains 13 periods (P1-P13). The data is gathered directly from the products scanning or using 

samples of stores. 

“Our point-of-sale (POS) technology for our retail measurement services captures sales and price 

data from virtually every major retail chain. For others, we use the industry’s leading sample-based 

methodology. Where electronic data is not available, we use detailed field audits”. (Nielsen Holdings, 

2014) 

Deeper contact with Nielsen offices in Sweden led to below precisions, which corresponding 

questions are in appendix.  

Nielsen adheres to “Watchbuilder” standards to ensure quality of the data: 

 “For any brand with at least 5% share and 80% distribution in a standard Market Breakdown that 

represents at least 5% of the total country, the sample design must achieve a Standard Error of Level 

of Value Sales of 10%”. 

“Due to the strong samples in Sweden, we easily achieve these standards, and for all retailers we can 

consider the error levels to be much smaller than 10%” 
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3.3 Customer provided information 

 

a) status 

The state of information sharing at L’Oréal is not null. Some retailers already agree to share different 

type of demand information, in spite of the general reluctance mentioned in many papers, cf part II.4 

and Du, et al. (2012), Feldmann & Müller (2003), Raghunathan (2003), Cachon & Lariviere (2001) … 

This raw data can have multiple forms and as mentioned by Simatupang & Sridharan (2001) 

processing is needed to extract information from the data in order to gain knowledge that would 

help formalize and model the real word:  

 

Figure 7 information view (taken from Simatupang) – 

 

The split of clients at L’Oréal and information sharing varies from no available information at all 

(exept from the sell-in point of view) to sharing partial information. Next level is using Nielsen sell out 

or even extensive demand information from two retailers. This information is coming from the client 

IT system and need to be extracted to provide some information. This is discussed further down. 

b) Treatment 

 

The first need was then to gather the historical customer data and process it into visual tools. Indeed 

the number of SKU, brands and category was not translated into the same hierarchy than L’Oréal 

Sweden’s. Fortunately available functions in excel as well as the former agreement to identify the 

different SKU according to a unique number coming from l’Oréal ERP made it possible to rebuilt the 

different interesting categories. 

Two investigations were conducted for the two most “developed” customers in terms of information 

sharing. It highlighted the difficulties in using information “provided” by the customer. This 

information is what they are willing to, and or are able to provide at the moment. 

One of the retailers could provide cumulated stock data from a periodic point of view (4 to 8weeks) 

but with an irregular basis. The retailer’s own IT system processes made it impossible to properly 

track the different products (SKUs). Those which were newly introduced would not appear if they 

had not been sold for a period of 12weeks for example. “Old” SKUs, not active for replenishment, or 

being delisted (not part of the desired products anymore) would also not be tracked as they would 

not be listed in the file. The change of assortment (type of L’Oréal products bought) rendered also 

hard the extraction of relevant information. An attempt was made to dis-aggregate the available 

data (cumulated everytime) into periodic data (4weeks) but did not provide usable results.  
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The most advanced data sharing provides L’Oreal with weekly information about : 

- Aggregated1 Sell-out : end custommer demand by SKUs 

- Aggregated Stock by SKU 

- Local point of sale stock by high level brand.  

Are also sent with it, the Days on Hand (DOH) which is the calculation of how many days of demand 

can be covered given the actual level of stock. It is usually calculated by dividing the remaining 

inventory by the previous sell-out. 

 

4. Establishment of the current forecasting process 
Individual interviews with the specific Key Account Managers and close interaction with the demand 

planning department allowed the establishment of the current forecasting process. 

 

4.1 Budget 

As part of the whole L’Oréal Group, L’Oréal Sverige AB establishes a budget that derives from a global 

market analysis. This budget is validated by Paris’s headquarters every year. These are defined 

objectives that the Swedish subsidiary is supposed to reach. They are provided in value and volume.  

Value and volume: those two quantities are not simply linked by the products prices. Every product’s 

price is market and time dependent. It can be negotiated if under promotion, launch, end of life or 

other product life cycle at every specific retailer.  

 

4.2 Baseline  

The baseline is the “regular” amount of product sold per period. This represents the quantity of 

products bought by the customer outside special offers, promotions or launches.  

This quantity is supposed to be driven by the need of the market. It is defined as the quantity sold 

outside special offer at the retailer level (nominal price). It should have the lowest variability and 

present traceable demand patterns  

Baseline is forecasted at the brand level by the KAM. Then split using a spectra, which is explained in 

part 4.5 

 

4.3 Promotions 

A promotion is usually a price variation in favor of the end customer. It can be translated in retail 

price decrease or in volume discount (two products for the price of one for example). 

L’Oréal uses a lot of promotions. Both in price and in volume discount. They are often supported by 

promotional material. It can be promotional displays, usually cardboard and plastic assemblies to 

                                                            
1 Aggregation is done on the considered retailer’s Point of Sales. 
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support products with branding and extra-ordinary graphics. They are placed on spaces bought / 

rented by L’Oréal for a short amount of time. This is a crucial parameter as the promotion is then also 

time depend. Failure to provide goods during the promotion will cause an exponential loss of sale, 

since the space price is lost and might be used by competitor’s product. Indeed the Point of Sales 

cannot let the space empty and will use the closest available products. 

Promotions are also forecasted using a split on spectra. However, some promotion’s forecast can be 

done on a more detailed sku level as the promotion can be a focus of ten-twenty products and is 

discussed ahead with the customer. 

The concept of pre-packed display is complementary as it involves a promotional setup where the 

products are included inside a promotional display. This is mostly for hygiene product. The forecast is 

then done on the number of display sold, which corresponds roughly to how many Point of Sales will 

take this promotional material.  

 

4.4 Launch 

New products are regularly introduced on the cosmetics market. Volume are forecasted first by 

geographic area and then by country and finally by customer. 

Launches are usually done to an introductory price to get the first buy. Then the replenishment of 

the launch is done to baseline price or promotional  

 

4.5 Spectra 

Given the high number of SKUs forecasting can be done on brand or sub brand level with the use of a 

spectrum. The spectra of products are calculated with historical data. Let   
     be the total sales for 

the brand. 

Then   
     can be split between the   

      quantities of sold units of SKU         for period   

The sprectrum is then defined as    
  
     

  
       

Therefore the when a forecast   
      is placed at period     the according quantity of the 

subordinated SKU is  

  
          

       

The spectra             can be set using previous sell-in data at the retailer, market specific 

spectra (use of market analysis tools for example, see III.3) or demand information directly from the 

customer.  
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4.6 Process 

 

The forecast is done monthly. There is a first commitment at M+3 that is directly linked to the 

factories lead-time and supply to the warehouse. 

Then adjustment are made for the rolling upcoming month, M+1 (as a correction of the M+3 

forecast) 

 

Table 5 forecast summary 

Past Month 
- Forecast 

accuracy 
- Service 

Level 

Current 
Month 
 

M+1 
- Final 

Forecast 
(real stock 
need) 

M+2 
- adjustement

s 

M+3 
- estimate

d need 

time 

 

The review is done with every Key Account Manager (responsible for a retailer or multiple retailers) 

and Category Manager (responsible for a set of brands). Inputs concern mostly the launch and the 

promotions. The adjustments are made on the baseline later on by the demand planning team.  

 

Figure 8 Baseline 

This adjustment are done purely by comparing the forecasted value to previous sales (6month 

usually). If outside the min/max boundaries it will be checked more thoroughly.  
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IV.  Analysis 
There has been extensive mention of the bullwhip effect and requirement for collaboration in the 

theoretical background. In this part the gathered and built data from part III is analyzed to see if it is 

reliable. Then is exhibited the presence of bullwhip in the supply chain. Finally a new framework 

aiming at reducing this effect is introduced. 

  

1. Reliability of the data  
 

a) Sell out comparison  

 

As mentioned in part III. the access to sell-out data (end-customer demand) was provided by one of 

the retailers as well as from a market analysis tool (Nielsen, cf part III.3.2)  

The retailer that provides raw data is also part of the pool of customers. Therefore a study to 

compare the sell-out values gathered by Nielsen and the one provided by the retailer was possible 

and was conducted. 

Result are given below: we calculate the relative error with the retailer’s data as the reference 

sample.  

Table 6 Correlation Nielsen 

 Average abs error  
(Nielsen-Retailer 
/retailer) 

Correlation 
Nielsen/Retailer 

Makeup 2% 98% 

Brand 1 4% 95% 

Brand 2 2% 99% 

Brand 3 2% 96% 

Haircare 5% 86% 

Brand 1 2% 98% 

Skincare 28% 8% 

Brand 1 22% 87% 

Coloration 1% 99% 

Brand 1 2% -13% 

 

 

Correlations between the retailer’s data and Nielsen’s are close to 1. Which mean that they follow 

the same trends. However the errors (calculated as the difference between the retailer sell out and 

Nielsen sell-out) do not have a constant sign, which render invalid the pure theft explanation (and 

justify the relative absolute error in Table 6 Correlation Nielsen. 
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Inconsistency in the errors and correlation can now be pinpointed. Given the sampling it should be 

the same everywhere (cf III.2). The suspected causes for these differences are: 

- The product count by the Point of Sale and Nielsen system (promotions, 2 for one, scanning 1 

for 2) 

- The sampling done by Nielsen (cf part III.3) : it might not have access to every store data. 

- The response time of the system to the introduction of a new products  

- The timely problem of week and period : Nielsen divide the year in 13 periods of 4 weeks. 

Those 13 periods had to be reconstructed from the weekly data provided by the retailer. 

There might be an offset  

- Product naming by L’Oréal, Nielsen and the retailer are different. Therefore the analysis 

conducted at category level might suffer from missing or added product that the number of 

SKU without an unique identifier render impossible to track. 

- Because of this, the user input can be a source of error (forgetting some brands or not using 

the same categorization) 

The overall conclusion tends to favor the retailers data in spite of the quality concerns expressed by 

Feldmann & Müller (2003), Du et al. (2012) and Cachon & Lariviere (2001) 

 

b) Sell-in / Sell out analysis 

 

Nielsen only provides the sell-out data of the concerned retailers. Given that L’Oréal has access to its 

own demand history, stock was rebuilt using a perfect stock fomula for the stock level at the 

beginning of period t+1: 

 

              

Where    is the Stock at the beginning of period t;    the received ordered quantity at the beginning 

of period t and    the realized demand during period t 

The problem here is to see how to use this theorical stock in stock out policy. Indeed the 

synchronization of the sell-in and the sell-out in not instantaneous in reality. When a shampoo in 

invoiced to the retailer, it takes between 2 and 5days to be in the shelf and a period T to be sold. 

Comparing week per week did not provide any reliable information to the Business Units Managers 

has it showed contradictory results with the known reality. To bypass this problem were used rolling 

averages; over a month for instance or a longer period of time up to a year. That way the sell –in 

quantity was much higher than the initial weekly sell-in and the time T to sell-out for this quantity 

was negligible. However as mentioned in Table 7 Sell in - sell  the problem is not just dampened out 

this way.  
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This conducted to below results for the year 2013:  

 

Table 7 Sell in - sell out aberation 

 Relative Stock 
Decrease 

Customer 
1 

Customer 
2 Total Nielsen 

TOTAL -5,4% -24,4% -10,5% 

Haircare -0,3% -15,3% -6,1% 

El'Vital 2,8% -18,6% -3,5% 

Fructis 0,4% -21,5% -5,2% 

Respons -9,6% 13,4% -12,9% 

Coloration 0,0% -43,4% -9,9% 

Excellence -0,5% -18,6% -10,4% 

CCG 2,2% -23,7% -5,9% 

OLIA -20,0% -92,5% -29,6% 

Preference 
+Feria 

3,7% -54,0% -7,6% 

Nutrisse 6,1% -32,4% -5,7% 

Facial skin care -9,6% -17,3% -15,9% 

Dermo Expertise -7,0% 18,9% -13,4% 

SKN Face -3,6% -39,2% -10,6% 

Men Expert -29,0% -38,4% -34,5% 

Styling -4,9% -6,7% -11,7% 

Studio Line -5,2% 2,0% -12,1% 

Elnett -17,1% -22,6% -21,2% 

Fructis Style 13,1% -10,8% 3,6% 

MAKE UP -26,4% -69,7% -32,9% 

LMU -29,6% -73,9% -36,8% 

Maybelline -23,0% -65,3% -28,1% 

ESSIE 0,0% 0,0% -97,2% 

 

Still, the results were completely inconclusive as they advocate in favor of an overall stocking of all 

the clients when the evidence are regular ordering and even backordering on some products. Theft 

and shrinkage account for this increase as an item that is stolen is not counted in the sell-out but will 

appear on the sell –in. However values of more than 10% would be too high to be due only to theft 

and shrinkage. This led the analysis back to question the quality of the Nielsen data and discussion 

about how to rely on it. 

 

If Nielsen proved uneasy to use, “reliable” data available directly from 2 retailers is used to 

advocated in favor of information sharing by revealing massive bullwhip effect at different levels. 
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2. Measure of the bullwhip effect 
 

As defined by Forrester in 1961 , the bullwhip effect is measured as the amplification of demand 

variability. We calculate its relative value dividing the variability of the retailer’s seen demand (sell-

out) and the supplier seen demand (Sell in) 

           ( )  
 ( )

 ( )
 

Then 

   
           (       )

           (        )
 
 (       )

 (        )

 (        )

 (       )
 

In the literature the average of the sell-out and sell-in are supposed to be the same as it is ideally 

assumed that both supply chain partners are aiming for the same target. Empirical evidence were 

otherwise and thus the formula was kept in its integretity 

The Bullwhip effect was calculated on a selection of specific L’Oréal SKU. On one of the key Makeup 

SKU, which has long term inventory, sell out and regular promotion were calculated a bullwhip effect 

of 300%. The same was done for the equivalent SKU in the Coloration segment, with long term 

inventory and sell-out. The demand amplification for this SKU that is supposed to be “stable” is by a 

factor of 3 

 

Table 8 Bullwhip values 

  
 

    

Variability  SKU 1 SKU 2 BRAND 1  RETAILER 1 

sell out 66% 36% 22% 16% 

sell in 198% 94% 74% 36% 

bullwhip 298% 262% 332% 232% 

 

 

The bullwhip effect is responsible for the cancellation of orders as the volume seen by L’Oréal cannot 

always be fulfilled. Aggregated on the brand level and then category level this amplification affect the 

production and stock between the clients. Low forecast accuracy can be two fold. Either the products 

are cancelled/back ordered which lead to huge losses as the unsold product are going to the 

competition (assuming that the total demand has to be satisfied and that the end customer have the 

possibility to buy another product) 

On the other side, low forecast accuracy can come for over estimating the volumes required which 

will then increase the cost of holding. Fortunately the sharing of the warehouse with 3 countries can 

balance this capacity and all the overstock may be redistributed/bought by another L’Oréal 

subsidiary.  
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3. Countermeasures 
 

As show in part 2 the bullwhip effect high values make relevant the investigation for information 

sharing at L’Oreal. 

Indeed Lee, et al., (1997) and Cachon & Lariviere (2001) demonstrated that the use of demand 

information and stock level reduced over-inventory and mostly reduced overall cost by 2.2% 

In Figure 9 are listed the counter-measure advocated counter measure for the bullwhip  

 

Figure 9 counter measure to bullwhip (from Lee et. Al 1997) 

Partial implementation of those countermeasures is already implemented at L’Oréal :  

L’Oréal’s supply chain is already customer oriented. Strategies like Cross Docking that allow almost 

direct shipment to the point of sales have been implemented. Daily orders and pallets layer 

adapation are also possible for every client. 

However information sharing and collaboration is simply necessary to implement some of the 

counter measure above. Without considering the ability to use the shared information, cf part 5 , a 

lot of retailers does not provide L’Oréal with sufficient information to be able to act on the 

countermeasures. Some of the reluctance often comes from the inability to share this information 

either as a political wish (fear) or even from lack of IT ressources to do so.  

 

4.  Forecasting 
The need for information is to analyse the past events to predict the possible future.  

4.1 Time Serie Analysis 

 

Raghunathan (2003) first suggests that with an infinite time horizon there is no improvement in 

information sharing compared to using all the historical data of the ordering at the supplier. The 

bigger benefits are to be made in reducing lead times.  
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Impact on the forecasting are most beneficial when adding the input of exceptional event such as 

promotions. 

Depending on the forecasting technique used, forecasting time series with lower variability leads to 

lower errors as it can be better smoothed. Random peaks of demand will create high deviations 

when it can empirically be seen that the market demand is more regular. 

Sharing demand information could then be used to forecast market demand and then anticipate the 

order from the retailer, with more or less accuracy if they share their replenishment policy. 

SKU 1 mentioned above is considered. It has the following sell-in (demand from the retailer to the 

supplier) and sell-out (demand from the end user to the retailers point of sales, aggregated) 

 

Table 9 classic demand pattern 

 

The bullwhip effect is directly seen between the sell in and sell out, as the peaks of demand are much 

amplified on the sell-in (campaign) 

 

The sell-in data was used to place a forecast. Then the same was done with the demand information. 

Performance is measured by comparing the relatives errors (cf part II) the results are shown in Table 

10 

The Winter Holt’s (cf part II)  model is fitted to the historical data to minimize the error with this 

historical data and then used to forecast the future. This future data is then benchmarked with the 

actual data from the beginning of 2014, available during the study conducted. 

Alpha, Beta and Gamma are calculated with the Solver from excel to minimize the Dev Rate over the 

historical data  
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Table 10 Winter Holt 

Winter Holt   Sell out Sell in  

 Parameters Dates 52 

Periods 12 

Alpha 0,06 

Beta 0,14 

Gamma 0,08 

Bias 6% 

Dev Rate 47% 
 

Dates 52 

Periods 12 

Alpha 0,0 

Beta 0,19 

Gamma 1,0 

Bias 47% 

Dev Rate 97% 
 

 Average absolute 
error per week (units) 

152,0 

 
267,7 

 

 

Which can be shown in the below graph: 

Table 11 Winter Holt graphs 

 
 

Sell in forecast 
 
The 12weeks periods smoothen the 
peaks 
 
FA  
Jan -121% 
Feb 209% 
March 10% 

 

Sell-out forecast 
 
Note the difference in units value 
which explains the average absolute 
error. 
 
Forecast accuracy per month is : 
Jan -26% 
Feb -15% 
March 72% 
 

It is normal to see a better forecast accuracy in march since it correspond to 12weeks forecasting 

(the period for the trend and the smoothing average L cf II)  

The difference of variability (lower for the sell out) is shown in the absolute forecast error. 
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Another forecast was done using the fact that the SKU1 has long history. It was forecasted using the 

same Holt Winter model (still optimized with a solver solution to minimize the error) on a monthly 

basis using a period of 12month for the seasonality. 

Result are shown below and provide a high forecast accuracy : 

 

Figure 10 Historical Holt Winter 

Table 12 Historical forecast accuracy 

Date 

Simulated 
Forecast 
accuracy   

01.2014 306% 

02.2014 81% 

03.2014 76% 

04.2014 99% 

05.2014 82% 

 

These value are not to be interpreted as a miracle solution to the forecasting. However they 

advocate in favor of Raghunathan (2001) who claimed that the retailer has much to obtain simply by 

getting a long historical forecasting and that demand forecasting cost improvement are not as 

valuable as lead-time reductions.  

The forecast above has to be tuned to specific situation and cannot provide accurate forecast with 

fixed parameters. They need to be defined and tuned by market facts. For instance new store 

opening or decay of a product replaced by another one. This interaction is studied in part V. 
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5. Use of the demand information  
 

5.1 Overstock and capacity 

 

Provided that every retailer handles a very broad portfolio of supplier that all have a lot of SKUs they 

depend a lot on their IT system to control the replenishment of every sku. It is understandable that 

given the business they could not track deficiency straight away. 

This will be the first incentive for them to share their stock and sell out levels so that both parties 

would look to maximize the circulation of volumes. 

Given SKU1 and knowing the structure of the merchandising furnitures, the capacity of this SKU in 

the store can be calculated. This allow to detect if the current stock level is above or under this 

capacity 

Assuming that the capacity was constant over the year (in reality it varies with every change of 

assortment) it would look like this: 

 

 

This demonstrates that the campaign creates an overstock “outside” the furniture stock, supported 

by the promotional displays. However it can be seen that there are period where the stores don’t 

have full capacity in the furniture. This means that the stock turnover is slowed down at that point. 

Capacity is meant to be kept at its maximum. For marketing reason the sell-out is more activated 

when there is abundance. 

The zones below the capacity-line are basically unexploited turnover. 

This is a “useful” overstock created by L’Oréal as a marketing tool. Abundance and price discount 

trigger the uplift we can see in the sell-out. 

Other way to use the demand information will be to detect an overstock that may be caused by an IT 

error at the retailer (wrong reodering point for example) 

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 51

Sellout

Sell in

Stock

capacity
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For example a brand of coloration product had this stock levels profile during 2013 :  

 

Figure 11 Overstock 

Under collaboration the retailer will provide the exact target stock level (usually linked to a safety 

stock or Days on Hand) so that the supplier can actually detect when the stock level is increasing too 

much. 

Without Other solutions are to study the increase of an average value of the stock and set-up with 

empirical input from the KAMs for instance a trigger : 

For this brand for instance has been calculated the 12week moving average (as a smoothing value of 

the regular overstock due to campaign sell-in)  

It can however be seen that this level has a strong increase in the end of the year. It is a given that 

the level of stock should at most stay constant at the retailer or decrease. This could have been 

flagged point w48 where the 12weeks averaged stock level goes above the infinite past maximum. 

This overstock detection is both valuable for the supplier (explains drop or peaks in sell-in) and the 

retailer. Indeed the number of SKUs handled by the retailer may hinder its ability to track the 

stocking and destocking trend, especially in the case of Point of Sale ordering without aggregation at 

the warehouse.  
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5.2 Framework 

 

R.Mann & Adebanjo (2000) conducted a broad investigation of  the challenge that is forecasting for 

the Fast Moving Consumer Good Industry through a benchmark of multiple food and drink 

companies; as well as group seminars from the interested players. 

Their shared conclusion is that communication has to be more internal and external. 

A consensus should be reached through internal communication. Every party involved: marketing, 

sales logistics and production should be involved in the forecasting. Special attention has to be 

dedicated to ensure that different entities do not have different forecasts.  

External communication relies on collaboration between supplier and retailer to forecast jointly at 

different level. The impact of short notice promotion on the bullwhip effect (cf part II)  

At the organizational level R.Mann & Adebanjo (2000) advocate for a two-step forecasting 

generation handled by a “market neutral” function such as logistics: 

- First the generation of a methodical/statistical forecast 

- Second the correction validation of this forecast by business knowledge, held by the sales 

and marketing. 

For forecasting purposes, the benchmark highlighted that the promotion planning was the perfect 

candidate to information sharing with the supplier since it required discussion and was also the 

biggest source of inefficiency (overstock or stock-outs…)  

The forecast generation should then rely on the use of clear indicators and measures of performance 

between the involved parties. Different KPI were investigated. Then one general framework for 

interaction is suggested. 

a) Establishment of key performance indicator: Sell through and turnover 

 

Information sharing, especially of the demand information should allow the establishment of 

indicators that should drive the forecasts and sales. 

The sell-through for instance defined as   
       

        
 and the turnover   

        

     
 which are both 

time and period dependant can be used to improve the forecast. 

The sell-through qualifies the ability from the retailer to get the product to the end-customer.  

A low sell-through indicate that the retailer is over-stocking or that the sell-out is not following the 

forecasted sell-in, especially in the case of a promotion for instance. 

This indicator can be benchmarked to evaluate the retailers supply chain performance, as well as the 

promotional effect. Indeed the sell through when calibrated on the right period can be used to 

quantify the effect of a promotion on the sell-out. Then previous campaign can be used to predict 

the remaining stock after a campaign and reduce the promotional effect mentioned in part II. 
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The inventory turnover is also a good indicator of replenishment accuracy for the retailer and goods 

on shelf life-time, consumption cycle.  

By monitoring the turnover by product in the shelves for instance, it can be tracked which one has to 

be favored in term of space or promotion attraction.  

b) Interactions  

 

Forecasting has to be a combination of collaboration, both internal and external.  

Marketing (MKT) for instance has to take care of the market trend and response to the product. It 

can use intensively the historical sell-through data to measure the performance of the various 

campaigns. It can detect market trends and include them in the forecast.  

Logistics can be the central organization that will centralize the different forecast and provide a 

neutral approach to the upcoming forecast. It can provide easy-to-use key indicators that can be 

used by the other entities  

Key Account Managers have direct contact with the client and can negotiate quantities with them. 

With the use of the KPI and trends they can have a higher level of collaboration with the customer 

and increase their forecast accuracy. 

This interaction can be modeled as shown in Figure 12 

 

 

Figure 12 : possible collaborative forecast framwork 
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V. Further Investigation 
Here are untackled subjects of the master thesis that could prove relevant to its future 

implementation. 

1. ARMA –ARIMA Models : 

Auto-regressive moving average as mentioned in part II have proved to be quite accurate with a high 

depth of data :  

Cui, et al. (2013) study the implementation of an ARIMA model for a FMCG company producing juices 

and sports drinks. It takes into account a constant DOH (days on hand) policy at the retailers and 

includes a decisional operational factor (that is to be set by the operational knowledge of the 

replenishment policies).  

They calculated the benefits of using the end-demand information on the forecast using an 

Autoregressive integrated moving average method. They show improvement of the forecast with 

information sharing compared to no information sharing up to 50%. The works of Gaur & Seshadri 

(2005) exhibit the same result. 

The US census bureau is providing an ARIMA calculating program that could be used to forecast 

category level by demand planners.  

In a company with a state of existing factual forecasting (exponential or else) these methods provide 

econometrics outlooks to improve the base of forecast. Quantitative results from Cui, et al. (2013) 

are “impressive” given the current “losses” that regular FMCG companies incur. An improve of 

forecast first provide cost savings in decreasing inventories but also in satisfying more customers. 

 

2. Incentive for information sharing & Contracting : 
 

Cachon & Lariviere (2001) and Feldmann & Müller (2003) provide first guideline to contract in order 

to ensure supply. The idea is for the two player that want to get involved in information sharing first 

agree on the terms of what to share, then on the way to measure it and then on the way to dis 

The main idea for instance in case of advance demand information sharing, is contracting the 

commitment to a confidence interval of the forecast. That means that a forecast should be 

established jointly by the two player and then they both agree to commit to it with a confidence 

interval they both agree on; so as to buy what the retailer said he would and for the supplier to 

deliver what he said he would. 

 

3. VMI :  
 

P&G and Wallmart success tends to favor this type of collaboration which basically give the supplier 

the control of his products and alleviate the retailer from taking care of replenishing.  
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It all relies on defining key indicators between the two players that are to be tracked to ensure trust 

in this collaboration.  

Problems are that the supplier will want to increase the fill rate, to have their product on display and 

maximize marketing efficiency. While the retailer will rely on inventory turnover to be sure that the 

supplier is not just pushing stock.  

In the UK: L’Oréal and ASDA (Walmart) have implemented this strategy by having a L’Oréal employee 

taking care of the supply directly at the customer (sitting in their offices). The IT commitment 

between the two company is then handled by only one person; meaning that the connection 

between the two IT system is done “humanely” by this person working both on the customer IT 

system and on the L’Oréal IT system. This simplifies the IT commitment for both parties (instead of 

having expensive synchronization of the databases) and places the obvious trust issue in one person 

only.  

Darwish & Odah (2009) provide a model for single manufacturer, multiple retailer computing 

solution using deterministic demand. This is quite restrictive but he shows that     computation can 

be taken down to 31 iterations for 30 retailers to minimize the total cost function. This is to advocate 

that managing point of sale directly is possible for the supplier.  

However IT limitation incite to collaborative VMI. That means that once the decision is taken to 

implement VMI between the supplier and the retailer the first step will be to share the methods used 

to forecast and deliver the goods.  

According to Towill & Disney (2003), this form of collaboration strongly reduces the bullwhip effect. 

Buchanan (2010) take the position of the retailer and answer why it should adopt VMI. An example is 

BDI Holding Group that decreased its inventory by 10 to 25% and increased the fill rate of the VMI 

supplier by 3 to 7%; which led to a decrease in costs up to 6% 

For L’Oreal Sverige AB the next steps are to locate which customer has the available resources and 

turnover that would justify the time investment to increase their service level for instance. Once 

located a phase of communication and vision sharing should be carried out with the potential 

customer. Then in case of agreement a big phase of IT synchronization and target setting is required. 

After, continuous review of specific KPI is necessary. 

 

4. Limitation to be tackled 
 

Retailer Reluctancy to share information: it is common that the retailer won’t want to share demand 

information with the supplier. 

The case can arise from a policy to avoid any type of trust concern. However most of the 

encountered problems arose from the IT limitation and Supply Chain Management unawareness. 

IT systems for the supplier and the retailer are usually built for different purposes and therefore use 

different attribute that can be really hard to map. The simple sharing of a common reference number 
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for an SKU can be the first trouble. IT experts from both companies may not have Database 

management skills. 

However cloud computing solution and SQL Databases seem to have a great potential for 

instantaneous information sharing. It is easy to consider an online secured platform where the 

supplier and retailer would have access to dashboard about stocks and sales from the past 

days/week/month.  

However field inquiries have demonstrated that even getting a report for stock level (by opposition 

to looking at the stock levels directly on the retailers system) could be source of trouble. 

As mentioned in part II.3 the idea is for one player to provide the right incentive and relationship to 

carry out information sharing strategy with an overall improvement vision. 
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VI. Conclusion 
 

We have investigated here the need for information sharing between a supplier and its retailer, 

which involves major trust and IT challenges 

The bullwhip effect impedes the satisfaction of the end-user demand through efficient supply 

strategies. The necessary countermeasures are provided through information sharing. 

Collaboration between the supplier the retailer is supported by the exchange of reliable information. 

This information has various forms (demand, stock) but is meant to be able to improve both ability to 

forecast and to satisfy the downstream demand. 

Forecasting improvement will then come for the collaboration of the different internal services and 

external partnership. The most efficient form of collaboration appears to be VMI when the supplier 

takes care of its retailer inventory. 

With this high forecast accuracy, overall cost can be decreased though lower inventories along the 

supply chain, and benefits provided through higher service level and inventory turnover.  
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Appendix : Nielsen Data Validity 
 

From: DUFLOT Louis [mailto:Louis.DUFLOT@loreal.com]  

Sent: 09 May 2014 17:44 

To: Duke, Kieran 

Cc: Kihlberg, Christer 

Subject: RE: Nielsen Stats 

 

Hi Kieran!  

Thanks for getting back to me.  

To give you some context I’m working with stock in trade at l’Oreal.  

We consider for instance a simple (sell in – sell out ) analysis. I have conducted those at different level (brands/skus) and 

have had some strange results for different customers. 

 

- Nielsen accuracy : Christer confirmed that you extrapolated the data from some samples. Could I know with witch 
confidence level this is done ? How big is the sample (especially for food customer, Ica, Coop, etc…) 

- [KD] Correct: we receive all stores from some of our retailers, but only a sample of stores from others. 
1. For example, in the Grocery Trade (DVH) we receive 46% of stores, 57% in the Convenience Trade (SVH) 

and 100% of stores in the Drug Channel (EVH). 
2. For retailers where we receive only a sample, Nielsen adhere to Watchbuilder standards to ensure 

quality of the data: 
 For example, “For any brand with at least 5% share and 80% distribution in a standard Market 

Breakdown that represents at least 5% of the total country, the sample design must achieve a 
Standard Error of Level of Value Sales of 10%”. 

 Due to the strong samples in Sweden, we easily achieve these standards, and for all retailers 
we can consider the error levels to be much smaller than 10% 

 

- Process errors : What could be the reasons why the sell out could be much lower than what we invoiced (on top 
of the confidence interval; theft and shrinkage) 

 I am thinking bar-code related errors or else. 
- [KD] There might be a couple of reasons here: 

1. We measure sell-out data from the stores in our defined universe. If your sell-in data is distributed to 
stores and channels outside of this universe (Rusta, hair salons or internet sites for example), then we 
would expect you to have higher values than our reports. 

2. Although we cover the vast majority of products, we do not cover all categories e.g. selective brands.  
 

- Distribution : We also use raw data from some customers (kicks ahlens for instance) which don’t match exactly 
yours. Is there also a post processing from your part ?  The big question is : which number are more correct ? 

- [KD] We believe we have good data from Kicks Åhlens but they do not share all items (e.g. selective brands) with 
us so our data from them is mainly grocery brands. 

 

Thanks in advance for your help, 

Best Regards 

Louis Duflot  

mailto:Louis.DUFLOT@loreal.com
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Appendix : Stock in Trade : 
 

 

  

Regular Stock  / Coverage Back room Overstock 

 

 

 


